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Abstract
Surface-wave analysis has been widely used for near-surface geophysical and geotechnical
studies by using the dispersive characteristic of surface waves (Rayleigh or Love waves) to
determine subsurface model parameters. Unlike Rayleigh waves, the dispersive nature of
Love waves is independent of P-wave velocity in 1D models, which makes Love-wave dispersion curve interpretation simpler than Rayleigh waves. This reduces the degree of nonuniqueness leading to more stable inversion of Love-wave dispersion curves. To estimate the
near-surface shear-wave velocities (Vs) using multichannel analysis of Rayleigh (MASW)
and Love waves (MALW) for hydrologic characterization, we conducted an experiment
at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS, an experimental well field located
near Boise, Idaho, USA). We constructed the pseudo-3D velocity structures at the BHRS
using both the MASW and MALW methods and compared the results to borehole measurements. We used the 3D Vs distribution to identify and resolve the extent of a relatively
low-velocity anomaly caused by a sand channel. The Vs structure and anomaly boundaries
were delineated at the meter scale and confirmed by the ground-penetrating radar surveys.
The differences in shear-wave velocity determined by MASW, MALW and borehole measurements were discussed and interpreted to reflect the near-surface anisotropy associated
with the hydrologic characteristics at the BHRS. Our results demonstrated that the combination of MALW and MASW can be a powerful tool for near-surface characterization.
Keywords MASW · MALW · Near-surface Vs structure · Anomaly delineation ·
Anisotropy
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1 Introduction
The reconstruction of near-surface elastic parameter models is of fundamental importance
in near-surface geophysical investigations. Surface waves dominate the shallow-seismic
wavefield and are usually characterized by being relatively low velocity, low frequency,
high amplitude, and dispersive (Sheriff 2002). Surface-wave analysis provides an alternative way to identify model parameters by using the dispersive nature of surface waves. It
has been widely used for near-surface geophysical and geotechnical studies over the last
two decades (e.g., Socco et al. 2010; Xia 2014).
Surface-wave analysis for near-surface applications started with the spectral analysis of
surface waves (SASW; Nazarian and Stokoe 1984) and grew in popularity after the introduction of the multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) method (Song et al. 1989;
Xia et al. 1999; Park et al. 1999; Miller et al. 1999). The conventional MASW method
was originally developed to estimate the near-surface shear (S) wave velocity distribution
from high-frequency (≥ 2 Hz) vertical component Rayleigh-wave dispersion data with an
active source. Compared to SASW, the MASW method greatly improves the accuracy and
efficiency of surface-wave surveys by the use of multiple receivers (e.g., Lin et al. 2017).
MASW mainly consists of three steps: (1) acquire high-frequency broadband Rayleigh
waves using a multichannel recording system, (2) extract dispersion curves of Rayleigh
waves, and then (3) invert Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves for near-surface S-wave velocity (Vs) profiles. S-wave velocities determined by MASW have been reliably and successfully correlated with borehole data (e.g., Miller et al. 1999; Xia et al. 2002; Foti et al. 2011;
Fiore et al. 2016; Garofalo et al. 2016).
The correct estimation and identification of multimodal dispersion curves is one of
the key steps of using surface-wave methods to obtain S-wave velocities. This task is not
straightforward because some modes may not be present in the experimental data and very
smooth changes from one mode to another (mode kissing or osculation) may occur, especially in environments with strong velocity contrasts (Boaga et al. 2013; Gao et al. 2016)
and low-velocity layers (Mi et al. 2018). The misidentification of modes may produce significant errors in inversion (Zhang and Chan 2003). The inverted S-wave velocity profile
represents an average of the structure below the recording array, which is based on the
assumption of a horizontally layered earth model (Xia et al. 1999). The lateral variations
are finally retrieved by merging 1D velocity profiles to reconstruct 2D velocity structures
(e.g., Miller et al. 1999; Xia et al. 2004). The horizontal resolution of the MASW method
is influenced by the parameters of the recording system, and the receiver spread length
used to extract dispersion curves sets the theoretical lower limit (Mi et al. 2017).
For an overview of high-frequency surface-wave methods, we refer the reader to Socco
et al. (2010), Foti et al. (2011), Xia (2014) and Mi et al. (2018) for the latest developments. Pan et al. (2019) present a comprehensive review and comparison of MASW and
shallow-seismic full waveform inversion (FWI). Both MASW and FWI provide ways to
use shallow-seismic surface waves in reconstructing near-surface structures. FWI has a
high nonlinearity and resolution, whereas MASW possesses a relatively low resolution but
increased inversion stability and low-cost (Pan et al. 2019). Many efforts have been made
during the past two decades to improve the accuracy and resolution of the MASW method,
especially in areas with complex near-surface structures (e.g., Beaty et al. 2002; Socco and
Strobbia 2003; Forbriger 2003; Xia et al. 2003; Hayashi and Suzuki 2004; Strobbia and
Foti 2006; Lin and Lin 2007; Boiero and Socco 2010; Vignoli et al. 2011; Bergamo et al.
2012; Ikeda et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015; Yin et al. 2016; Ning et al. 2018).
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Commonly the MASW method uses the vertical component data of Rayleigh waves
in near-surface applications. Multicomponent data can provide more information on the
model parameters (Mi et al. 2019) due to the different dispersion energy distribution
(Boaga et al. 2013; Ikeda et al. 2015; Qiu et al. 2019). Love waves are formed by constructive interference of multiple reflections of SH waves, which can be recorded by
horizontal component geophones along the free surface. Unlike Rayleigh waves, Love
waves are independent of P-wave velocity in 1D models. The dispersion curves of Love
waves are simpler to interpret than Rayleigh waves and the phenomenon of “mode kissing” is less common in dispersion images of Love-wave energy (Xia et al. 2012). The
independence of P-wave velocity reduces the degree of nonuniqueness and makes the
inversion of Love-wave dispersion curves more stable (Xia et al. 2012). Based on these
advantages, the multichannel analysis of Love waves (MALW) has received increased
attention in recent years (e.g., Xia et al. 2012; Mi et al. 2015; Dal Moro et al. 2015). The
combined use of MASW and MALW may avoid mode misidentification and provide
more reliable results.
S-wave velocities inferred from Rayleigh waves (vertically polarized shear (SV) wave
velocities, VSV) often differ from those derived from Love waves (horizontally polarized
shear (SH) wave velocities, VSH). Such incompatibilities are generally considered as an evidence for the presence of anisotropy, commonly addressed as radial or polarization anisotropy (e.g., Anderson 1961; Muyzert and Snieder 2000). The difference in S-wave velocities
derived from Rayleigh and Love waves has been widely used to determine the anisotropy
in the crust and upper mantle (e.g., Lin et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2013; Luo et al. 2013;
Yuan and Beghein, 2014). On the near-surface anisotropy, however, few cases have been
investigated using MASW and MALW.
The MASW method has been applied to a wide range of problems in geotechnical and
environmental engineering, such as mapping bedrock (Miller et al. 1999), delineating shallow fault zones (Ivanov et al. 2006; Yilmaz et al. 2006; Ikeda et al. 2013), detecting voids
(Xia et al. 2004, 2005; Sloan et al. 2015; Schwenk et al. 2016), and assessing landslide
stability (Mi et al. 2017). The applications of MALW are rarely implemented due to the
limitation of Love-wave acquisition equipment (i.e., horizontally oriented source and geophones). Ivanov et al. (2017) acquired horizontal component seismic data with the MALW
method to characterize the geologic properties of levees. Comina et al. (2017) integrated
Love-wave dispersion and SH seismic reflection data for Vs determination over quick
clays. In many hydrologic settings, topographic variations and discontinuities of the stratigraphy influence the transport of groundwater (e.g., Miller et al. 1999). Determining the
nature and locations of stratigraphic Vs anomalies with the MASW and MALW methods
could be an essential part of hydrologic characterization (Konstantaki et al. 2013; Pasquet
et al. 2015).
In this paper, we present a case study using both MASW and MALW to estimate the
3D Vs structure at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS). The BHRS consists of 18 wells in a shallow, unconfined aquifer near Boise, Idaho, USA, which is perfectly suitable for surface, surface-to-borehole, and cross-well geophysical field studies
(e.g., Michaels and McCabe 1999; Barrash et al. 1999; Barrash and Clemo 2002; Barrash
and Reboulet 2004; Clement and Knoll 2006; Moret et al. 2006; Ernst et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2007; Bradford et al. 2009). We obtained the pseudo-3D Vs distribution with
the MASW and MALW methods and delineated a low-velocity anomaly at the BHRS. We
compared our results with those of borehole and ground-penetrating radar (GPR) measurements. The differences in shear-wave velocity determined by MASW, MALW, and borehole measurements are discussed.
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In the following text, we first illustrate the methodologies of MASW and MALW for
the reconstruction of near-surface velocity structures. Then we give a description of the
Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site and the data collection of Rayleigh and Love waves
at the site. Model tests with synthetic Rayleigh-wave data were implemented before data
processing to evaluate the effects of different initial models for optimized reconstruction
of sharp discontinuities with strong vertical contrasts. The results of 1D, pseudo-2D, and
pseudo-3D velocity structures obtained with MASW and MALW are presented and compared with the results of borehole and GPR surveys. Finally, we discuss the differences in
S-wave velocities estimated by MASW, MALW, and borehole measurements and draw a
conclusion that the combined use of MASW and MALW confirmed the location of the
low-velocity anomaly caused by a sand channel and identified an anisotropic feature at the
BHRS.

2 Multichannel Analysis of Rayleigh and Love Waves
The multichannel analysis of Rayleigh and Love waves mainly consists of three steps (Park
et al. 1999; Miller et al. 1999; Xia et al. 1999, 2014):
(1) Acquire high-frequency broadband Rayleigh/Love waves using a multichannel recording system along a linear survey line;
(2) Extract dispersion curves from Rayleigh/Love waves; and
(3) Invert Rayleigh/Love-wave dispersion curves to obtain near-surface 1D Vs profiles.
Pseudo-2D Vs sections are constructed by aligning 1D models (Miller et al. 1999; Xia
et al. 2005; Luo et al. 2009). We construct the pseudo-3D velocity structure by merging
multiple 2D Vs sections from different survey lines. Therefore, additional two steps
are required for creating the 3D velocity structure:
(4) Align 1D Vs profiles to construct pseudo-2D Vs sections; and
(5) Merge multiple 2D Vs sections to construct the pseudo-3D velocity structure.
The equipment and instruments used in surface-wave data acquisition are almost the
same as used in the shallow reflection surveys except for low-frequency geophones (normally 4.5 Hz) with the aim of recording wide-bandwidth surface waves (e.g., Xia et al.
2009). Rayleigh waves can be generated by a vertical source (e.g., sledgehammers, weight
drops, or vibrators) and recorded by vertical component geophones on the free surface.
Love waves are generated with a horizontally oriented source and recorded by horizontal
component geophones (oriented perpendicular to the survey line). Optimal data acquisition parameters are necessary to record planar Rayleigh and Love waves. The reconstructed
lateral discontinuities on a final 2D Vs section are influenced by parameters of the data
acquisition. The spread length of receivers that are used to extract the dispersion curve for
one Vs profile sets the theoretical lower limit of horizontal resolution, because the S-wave
velocity profile is an average result below the recording array (Park 2005; Xia et al. 2005;
O’Neill et al. 2008; Mi et al. 2017). There are several articles discussing selections of data
acquisition parameters of surface waves (e.g., Forbriger 2003; Zhang et al. 2004; O’Neill
2004; Xia et al. 2004, 2006, 2009; Xu et al. 2006, 2009).
The acquired raw data of Rayleigh/Love waves in the time-offset (t–x) domain are transformed to the frequency–wavenumber (f–k) or frequency–phase velocity (f–v) domain
for dispersion curve extraction. Generating reliable dispersion spectra is a key step in the
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MASW and MALW methods. Various algorithms such as f–k transformation (e.g., Yilmaz
1987), τ–p transformation (McMechan and Yedlin 1981), phase shift (Park et al. 1998),
frequency decomposition and slant stacking (Xia et al. 2007), high-resolution linear Radon
transformation (LRT, Luo et al. 2008), and generalized S-transform (Askari and Hejazi
2015) can be used to generate the dispersion image. The existence of bad traces may cause
some artifacts in the dispersion energy image. Hu et al. (2018) pointed out that bad traces
should be alternatively muted (zeroed) or removed (deleted) from the raw surface-wave
data before dispersion imaging. Lateral heterogeneity can also cause perturbations on the
observed phase velocity of surface waves (Strobbia and Foti 2006; Mi et al. 2017). To
account for lateral heterogeneity, window-controlled spatial filtering (Bergamo et al. 2012;
Ikeda et al. 2013) could be used to improve the dispersion measurement. These approaches
were developed based on the analysis of Rayleigh waves and could be applied for Lovewave dispersion curve extraction.
The inversion of Rayleigh/Love-wave dispersion curves suffers from solution nonuniqueness. For a layered earth model, Rayleigh-wave phase velocity cR at frequency f is
determined by a characteristic equation FR in its nonlinear, implicit form (e.g., Thomson
1950; Haskell 1953; Xia et al. 1999):

FR (f , cR , 𝐯S , 𝐯P , 𝛒, 𝐡) = 0

(1)

where 𝐯S (S-wave velocity), 𝐯P (P-wave velocity), 𝛒 (density), and 𝐡 (thickness of layers)
are four groups of earth properties of a layered model. Love waves are independent of
P-wave velocity, and the characteristic equation FL is:

FL (f , cL , 𝐯S , 𝛒, 𝐡) = 0

(2)

where cL is Love-wave phase velocity at frequency f . Equations (1) and (2) can be solved
numerically by means like the Thomson–Haskell method (Thomson 1950; Haskell 1953),
the Knopoff method (Schwab and Knopoff 1972), and the reflection and transmission coefficients method (Kennett 1983; Chen 1993). Analysis of the Jacobian matrix provides
a measure of phase velocity sensitivity to the earth properties (Xia et al. 1999). S-wave
velocity is the dominant influence on a dispersion curve, so P-wave velocity and density
are assumed known and only S-wave velocities at different depths are unknowns in inversion. In order to reduce the nonuniqueness and improve the stability and efficiency of the
inversion, different algorithms have been developed, including both local (e.g., Xia et al.
1999) and global (e.g., Beaty et al. 2002; Socco and Boiero 2008; Maraschini and Foti
2010; Song et al. 2012) search methods. The iterative inversion algorithm by solving a
weighted least-squares inversion problem (Xia et al. 1999) has been verified to be stable
and efficient. Therefore, we used this method to invert Rayleigh/Love-wave phase velocities for S-wave velocity versus depth profiles.

3 Site Description and Data Collection
The BHRS is an experimental well field located on a gravel bar adjacent to the Boise River,
15 km from downtown Boise, Idaho, USA (Barrash et al. 1999, Fig. 1a). Deposits at this
site are the youngest in a series of Pleistocene to Holocene coarse fluvial deposits, including massive coarse-gravel sheets; sheets with weak subhorizontal layering and with planar
and trough cross-bedded coarse-gravel facies; and sand channels, lenses, and drapes (Jussel
et al. 1994; Klingbeil et al. 1999; Heinz et al. 2003).
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(a)

(b)
70 m

0

35 m

Fig. 1  a Location of the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site and the well field layout (Barrash et al.
1999). b The MASW and MALW survey lines

There are 18 wells in the experimental well field with 13 wells located in the central area (20 m in diameter, Fig. 1a). The wells in this central area consist of an inner
ring with six wells B1–B6 roughly 3 m from A1 and an outer ring with six wells
C1–C6 between 7 and 10 m from A1. There are also five boundary wells X1–X5 located
10–35 m from the central area. All of these wells were drilled to a depth of 20 m. The
composition of the well field supports a wide variety of single-well, cross-well, and
multiple-well hydrologic and geophysical tests for thorough three-dimensional investigation of the central area (e.g., Clement and Knoll 2006; Moret et al. 2006; Ernst et al.
2007; Johnson et al. 2007). Downhole SH-wave surveys (Michaels and McCabe 1999)
present the S-wave velocities above a depth of 20 m in each well, which show this area
can be roughly divided into two layers with strong velocity contrast. The Vs of the
first layer is approximately 100 m/s with 2–4 m thickness and the Vs of the half-space
(below 4 m depth) exceeds 500 m/s.
Five stratigraphic units have been identified in the central area of the site based on
the analysis of neutron porosity logs (Barrash and Clemo 2002), grain size distributions in core samples (Barrash and Reboulet 2004), and ground-penetrating radar (GPR)
measurements (Bradford et al. 2009). The youngest unit is a coarse grained, high-porosity sand channel that erodes into the unit below (Barrash and Clemo 2002). The sand
channel trends northwest across the well field and is roughly parallel to the river (Bradford et al. 2009). The unit pinches out toward the northeast near the central well A1.
The stratigraphic units at the BHRS have geophysical boundaries. The lateral variability
in position and shape of the major unit boundaries has been defined by borehole and
GPR measurements (Barrash and Clemo 2002; Barrash and Reboulet 2004; Bradford
et al. 2009).
With the aim of delineating the depth and lateral variation of the major unit boundaries based on seismic S-wave velocity measurements, the MASW and MALW surveys
were conducted along five different lines (Fig. 1b). Four parallel lines (Lines 1–4, each
line with a length of 34.5 m, 10 m distance between adjacent lines) were located around
the central area making the well A1 in the center between Lines 2 and 3. The four lines
were approximately parallel to the Boise River, from the northwest to the southeast,
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which were considered to be parallel to the subsurface sand channel. A cross-line (Line
NE, with a length of 58.75 m) was perpendicular to Lines 1–4, for the sake of getting a
NE section perpendicular to the structural trends of this area.
In the surveys along Lines 1–4, Rayleigh-wave data were collected by 24 vertical
component geophones with 1.5 m spacing. The source for Rayleigh waves was a hammer vertically hitting a plate. Three shot gathers were acquired at each line with 1.5 m,
9 m, and 18 m nearest source-to-receiver offsets. For Love-wave data, the source was
changed to a polarized seismic source with a hammer impacting the long dimension
of a fixture (S-wave source plate) oriented perpendicular to the survey line. Love-wave
data were recorded using 24 horizontal component geophones perpendicular to the survey line, with 1.5 m spacing. For each source location, two records were generated by
hitting two sides of the oriented source, each with a phase difference of 180°. By subtracting these two records, noises were suppressed (Helbig 1986) and Love waves were
enhanced.
For the survey along Line NE, a land streamer composed of 48 vertical component
geophones and 48 horizontal component geophones (oriented perpendicular to the survey line) was used for data acquisition (Fig. 2). The geophone spacing was 1.25 m. The
source had a 45° angled plate at each side (Fig. 2). This type of source is used in nearsurface P- and SH-wave surveys (e.g., Uhlemann et al. 2016). With this source, Rayleigh- and Love-wave data were simultaneously acquired. By hitting each side of the
source with a hammer, the vertical and horizontal (perpendicular to the survey line)
components of seismic waves were recorded using the land streamer. We obtained Rayleigh and Love waves by adding two vertical component records and subtracting two
horizontal component records, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Source

Horizontal geophone

Vertical geophone

(c)

0m

Wells

58.75m
Fig. 2  Illustration of the data acquisition along Line NE. a The source. b The horizontal and vertical component geophones. c The land streamer
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4 Synthetic Tests on the Detection of Sharp Discontinuities
The a priori information and borehole surveys at the site suggest that sharp discontinuities exist with strong vertical contrasts in the shallow subsurface. The choice of the initial model plays an important role in the iterative inversion for the reconstruction of such
discontinuities. A synthetic slope model (Fig. 3) was tested using MASW with different
initial models. The simplified slope model contains sharp discontinuities (similar to the
subsurface model at the BHRS, according to borehole measurements). This model can be
considered as the splicing of a series of two-layer models from left to right with decreasing thickness in the first layer. We obtained the MASW Vs sections of this model using
the numerical investigation procedure presented by Mi et al. (2017), which is based on
the finite-difference modeling of shot gathers and then processing the synthetic data with
MASW. In the modeling, the source is a 20 Hz (peak frequency) Ricker wavelet with a
60 ms delay, located at the free surface. In order to delineate the dipping interface above
the depth of 15 m, 25 receivers with 1 m spacing were used for each synthetic shot gather.
(The receiver spread length is 24 m, as about twice the maximum investigation depth.) The
source interval is 2 m.
We tested three different initial models (Fig. 4a, c, and e) in the inversions of dispersion curves extracted from the synthetic shot gathers for 1D Vs profiles. The initial models
shown in Fig. 4a, c, and e were the splicing of a series of 1D initial models at each location.
All the 1D initial models were composed of fourteen layers (1 m thickness for each layer)
on a half-space. The first initial model (Fig. 4a) consisted of a 1D layered model with sharp
discontinuities where the velocity interface became shallower from left to right, similar to
the true slope model. The second initial model (Fig. 4c) consisted of one model with sharp
discontinuities and the depth of the velocity interface was constant throughout. The third
initial model (Fig. 4e) included S-wave velocities increasing gradually with depth.
The corresponding pseudo-2D Vs sections were generated by aligning the inverted 1D
models using a spatial interpolation scheme (Fig. 4b, d, and f). The pseudo-2D Vs section
generated with the first type of initial models (Fig. 4b) presented a dipping interface with
sharp discontinuities. Both the S-wave velocity and the dipping interface position were in
agreement with the true model. The Vs section generated with the second type of initial
models (Fig. 4d) was not accurate because neither S-wave velocities nor the position of the
dipping interface was consistent with the true model. The Vs section generated with the
third type of initial models (Fig. 4f) presented a smooth velocity model where the position
of the dipping interface was accurately reconstructed.
Obviously, good initial models lead to more accurate inversion results for sharp discontinuities. However, for field data applications, the true subsurface model (i.e., the depth of
the velocity interface) is unknown if no other a priori information is available. Based on
the synthetic results, we chose smooth velocity initial models (e.g., Figure 4e) for inversion
of the field data. The measured phase velocities at specific frequencies were used to define
initial depth-dependent S-wave velocities (referring to Xia et al. 1999).
Fig. 3  Illustration of a synthetic
model. The model contains a 10°
sloping interface with a depth of
9.2 m at the location of 25 m
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4  Pseudo-2D Vs sections b, d, and f generated using the MASW method with different initial models
a, c, and e for the slope model. The initial models are the splicing of a series of 1D initial models at each
location and the pseudo-2D Vs sections are generated by aligning the inverted 1D models using a spatial
interpolation scheme. The dashed lines in b, d, and f represent the dipping interface

5 Data Processing and Results
1D average S-wave velocity profiles were first obtained from Lines 1–4 by extracting and
inverting dispersion curves of Rayleigh and Love waves using the 24 traces of each shot
gather. Figure 5 shows the Rayleigh- and Love-wave data at Line 3. Dispersion images
were generated with the phase shift method after removing bad traces in the shot gather
to ensure their accuracy (Hu et al. 2018). “Mode kissing” was observed in Rayleigh-wave
dispersion analysis, which was consistent with the results reported by Gao et al. (2016) that
the “mode kissing” caused the higher mode energy at lower frequencies (< 13 Hz) to be
misidentified as the fundamental mode energy (Fig. 5b). Therefore, Rayleigh-wave energy
trends were not picked below 13 Hz. We used a priori information and measured dispersion curves to build a smooth starting model for the inversion. The fitness of the inverted
and measured dispersion curves is shown in Fig. 6. The root-mean-square (RMS) errors
dropped to 7.9 m/s after three iterations for Rayleigh waves (Fig. 6b). During Love-wave
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5  a A Rayleigh-wave shot gather from Line 3. b The Rayleigh-wave dispersion image generated from
(a). c A Love-wave shot gather from Line 3. d The Love-wave dispersion image generated from (c). Dots in
b and d represent the picked fundamental dispersion curves. The color scale represents the distribution of
the normalized wavefield energy in the f–v domain. There is a “mode kissing” in the Rayleigh-wave dispersion image (b), and the energy at lower frequencies (> 13 Hz) is the higher mode energy (more details can
be found in Gao et al. 2016)

inversion, the RMS errors decreased quickly from 31.8 m/s to 3.4 m/s within two iterations
(Fig. 6d). All the RMS errors of Rayleigh- and Love-wave inversion results were below
10 m/s. The inverted 1D Vs profiles from each of Lines 1–4 (Fig. 7) highlighted the strong
velocity contrast between the shallow and deep layers. S-wave velocities were less than
200 m/s between 0 and 4 m depth and then increased to more than 500 m/s below the 4 m
depth. In addition, comparing the results from different lines, S-wave velocities in the shallow layer decreased gradually from Line 1 to Line 4. Furthermore, the MASW and MALW
results were basically consistent with the vertical seismic profiles (VSP) obtained from
the downhole SH-wave surveys (Michaels and McCabe 1999). The detailed differences in
MASW, MALW, and VSP results will be discussed in the next section.
For reconstruction of 2D lateral variations, it was critical to choose relatively small
quantities of traces with the optimal nearest offset to extract local dispersion curves.
For a 6 m investigation depth, 7 traces were used to generate a local Rayleigh-wave
dispersion image at Line NE (Fig. 8a). The local Love-wave dispersion image at Line
NE (Fig. 8b) was generated with 11 traces due to some bad traces. Each local dispersion image was generated in turn with one trace updated, which meant the spatial acquisition interval of the local dispersion curves was 1.25 m. A multiple of shot
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6  a Measured (dots) and inverted (crosses) dispersion curves of Rayleigh waves from Line 3. b RMS
errors of Rayleigh-wave inversion. c Measured (dots) and inverted (crosses) dispersion curves of Love
waves from Line 3. d RMS errors of Love-wave inversion

gathers with different source locations (the source spacing was set to 3.75 m) were
collected to keep the nearest distance of the source and selected traces around 6 to
10 m. Each dispersion curve was inverted to give a local 1D Vs profile. After inverting
all the local dispersion curves, pseudo-2D Vs sections were produced using a spatial
interpolation scheme (Fig. 9). The MALW Vs section is generally consistent with the
Vs section of MASW. The shallow zone on the sections with S-wave velocities below
200 m/s is interpreted as the unconsolidated deposits. The low-velocity (< 180 m/s)
anomaly appears sunken between 20 and 45 m (locations in the horizontal direction),
associated with the coarse grained, high-porosity sand channel measured by the GPR
survey (Fig. 9, the water table is at approximately 2 m depth). The S-wave velocities
gradually increased from 200 to 500 m/s under the sand channel.
Rayleigh- and Love-wave data from Lines 1–4 were also processed to generate 2D
Vs sections. We then combined all the results from Lines 1–4 and NE to obtain the
pseudo-3D Vs structure (Fig. 10). Lines 1–4 intersected Line NE and S-wave velocities matched at the intersection. We interpreted the contour line Vs = 180 m/s as the
bottom boundaries of the low-velocity anomaly. After a spatial interpolation scheme,
we showed the 3D structure of the boundaries (Fig. 11). The low-velocity anomaly
trends to the northwest and the bottom boundaries range from 1 to 4 m depth. The
boundaries are deeper at the middle of the 3D structure, which corresponds to the sand
channel of the field site.
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Fig. 7  Shear-wave velocity profiles at Lines 1–4 estimated by the MASW and MALW methods and comparisons with the vertical seismic profiles (VSP) from the downhole SH-wave surveys

6 Discussion
Shear-wave velocities determined by MASW and MALW have been compared with those
from downhole seismic surveys (Fig. 7). The shape and position of the low-velocity anomaly estimated by MASW and MALW showed consistency with the results of borehole and
GPR surveys (Fig. 9, referring to Barrash and Clemo 2002, Barrash and Reboulet 2004,
and Bradford et al. 2009, in which they called the sand channel Unit 5). The downhole
seismic survey results showed sharp discontinuities between the shallow and deep layers.
However, this sharp velocity contrast was not observed in the MASW and MALW results.
The surface-wave field data results are consistent with those of synthetic tests, in which the
Vs section generated with the MASW method presents a smooth velocity model for sharp
discontinuities (Fig. 4f).
We have shown that in the inversion results of MASW and MALW, the RMS errors
are below 10 m/s (5%). Based on these findings, we quantitatively analyzed the differences between MASW, MALW, and VSP results at the BHRS. We calculated the relative
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Fig. 8  a A local Rayleigh-wave
dispersion image generated with
7 traces (Trace 15 to 21 at Line
NE). The Rayleigh-wave bandwidth ranged from 18 to 70 Hz,
which enabled the 6 m depth of
investigation. b A local Lovewave dispersion image generated
with 11 traces (Trace 15 to 25
at Line NE). Lower frequencies
were obtained for Love waves
(from 10 to 50 Hz). Dots in a and
b represent the picked dispersion curves. The color scale
represents the distribution of the
normalized wavefield energy in
the f–v domain

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9  Pseudo-2D Vs sections generated by the MASW and MALW methods and the GPR velocity profile
at Line NE. C2, C3, C4, and X4 are the wells projected to the survey line, presenting the S-wave velocities
by downhole SH-wave surveys
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Fig. 10  Pseudo-3D Vs structures by combining Vs sections Lines 1–4 and NE

Fig. 11  3D structures at the BHRS using the MASW and MALW surveys. The color scale represents the
depth of the boundaries. The low-velocity anomaly trends to the northwest
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Table 1  Relative differences of
Vs above the 4 m depth at Lines
1–4 with different methods

MALW versus
MASW (%)

MASW versus
VSP

MALW
versus
VSP

Line 4

15.86

9.73

25.47

Line 3
Line 2
Line 1

14.73
14.49
18.05

48.91
43.94
57.11

62.64
57.30
73.30

differences of S-wave velocities in the shallow layers between MASW, MALW, and VSP
results as
(
)
2 VS1 − VS2
(3)
𝜂=
× 100%,
VS1 + VS2
where VS1 and VS2 represented the S-wave velocities estimated by two different methods.
S-wave velocities estimated from surface waves are greater than those from downhole SHwave surveys (Table 1). The differences in Vs from MASW/MALW and VSP exceed 15%,
a value quoted in a previous study by comparing MASW results and direct borehole Vs
logging measurements (Xia et al. 2002), which may indicate anisotropy in the horizontal
and vertical directions at the BHRS. Also estimation errors associated with the shallow
velocity layer from the VSP surveys may account for the large differences in Vs between
MALW and VSP results. S-wave velocities estimated by MALW are approximately
15% greater than those from MASW (Table 1), suggesting a positive radial anisotropy
(VSH > VSV) in the shallow layer at the BHRS. The anisotropy at the BHRS may be caused
by the thin layering within sedimentary materials or the orientation of the crystals in the
medium associated with groundwater flow.

7 Conclusions
We present a case study using multichannel analysis of Rayleigh and Love waves to estimate the shallow 3D structures at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site. Shear-wave
velocity structures obtained by both MASW and MALW were consistent with the results
of previous borehole and ground-penetrating radar measurements. The lateral variability in
position and shape of the low-velocity anomaly associated with a sand channel was delineated at the meter scale. The MASW and MALW methods provided smooth velocity structures where Vs gradually increased with depth even though a sharp, high-velocity contrast
was observed in the downhole seismic results. The large differences between surface-wave
and VSP results in the shallow velocity layer could be due to estimation errors from the
VSP surveys. The differences in shear-wave velocities determined by MASW and MALW
were around 15% and suggested the positive radial anisotropy (VSH > VSV) at the BHRS
in the shallow layer. The combined use of MALW and MASW can be a powerful tool for
near-surface characterization.
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